Abstract-Speckle noise and decorrelation can hamper the application and interpretation of PolSAR images. In this paper, a new adaptive multitemporal Pol(DIn)SAR filtering and phase optimization algorithm is proposed to address these limitations. This algorithm first categorizes and adaptively filters permanent scatterer (PS) and distributed scatterer (DS) pixels according to their polarimetric scattering mechanisms [i.e., the scattering-mechanism-based filtering (SMF)]. Then, two different polarimetric DInSAR (POLDInSAR) phase OPTimization methods are applied separately on the filtered PS and DS pixels (i.e., POLOPT). Finally, an inclusive pixel selection approach is used to identify high-quality pixels for ground deformation estimation. Thirty-one full-polarization Radarsat-2 SAR images over Barcelona ( Index Terms-Ground deformation, interferometric phase optimization, persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI), pixel density, polarimetry, speckle filtering.
have been routinely used in terrain and infrastructures motion detection and management. As PSI techniques can only exploit those pixels presenting good phase quality along time, i.e., barely decorrelated, a pixel selection is compulsory prior to the processing of data. These pixels are known as coherent scatterers or persistent scatterers. The quality of the pixels along the data set has to be estimated using a particular metric or measurement from the data to be processed themselves. Basically, according to the scattering mechanisms characterizing their behaviors, pixels (associated with targets present in the scene) can be classified into two general categories: deterministic or permanent scatterers and distributed scatterers (DSs). Therefore, the selection criterion has to be adapted to the kind of scatterer to be detected.
The first category of the selection criteria considers deterministic scatterers, also known as permanent scatterers (PSs), which are time-invariant and spatially concentrated [1] . These scatterers are slightly affected by decorrelation phenomena and despite they can be generated by natural structures they are more common in urbanized areas. PSI techniques taking advantage of PSs usually work at pixel level, and thus, the resolution of the single look complex (SLC) images is preserved [1] [2] [3] [4] . For instance, the classical method of dispersion of amplitude (D A ) estimates the phase quality of pixels from their amplitude stability along the SLCs' data set. They conduct well in urban or rocky areas where PSs are more likely to be found. However, in areas where DSs were the majority its performance would be affected.
Compared with the first category, the selection criteria adapted to DSs usually work over multilooked interferograms and, consequently, at lower resolutions [5] [6] [7] . Multilooking is applied to reduce the speckle noise and estimate the phase quality of the reduced resolution pixels through their coherence stability along the intereferograms' stack. On the one side, multilooking improves the phase quality by reducing the phase noise and thus allowing to obtain more reliable results. On the other side, it reduces the resolution and key details can be lost.
More advanced PSI techniques, such as SqueeSAR and its variants, have been proposed to jointly process PS and DS pixels [8] , [9] . These techniques usually utilize similarity tests [10] , e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) or Anderson-Darling (AD), to search for spatial homogeneous pixels (SHPs) and perform an adaptive filtering based on the SHPs found. Another advanced algorithm is CAESAR [11] , 0196 -2892 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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which tries to separate different scattering mechanisms within one pixel by decomposing the pixel's covariance matrix using a principal component analysis. Thus, it is able to mitigate the effects of layover in urban areas for PS pixels and reduce decorrelation of DS pixels [11] . PSI techniques have been traditionally applied to single-polarization data, mainly due to the shortage of long-term polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) data sets. As more satellite sensors with polarimetric capabilities were launched, such as Radarsat-2, TerraSAR-X, Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS-2), or Sentinel-1, the possibility of extending PSI to the polarimetric case became a reality. Therefore, the polarimetric DInSAR (PolDInSAR), or polarimetric PSI (PolPSI), was introduced [12] and developed to improve the detection and characterization of deformation phenomena by increasing the density and quality of valid pixels in comparison with the single polarization case. Starting from the so-called best method [12] , which selects the polarimetric channel with the highest quality estimator among all available channels, PolPSI techniques have been evolved to more sophisticated methods that search the optimal polarimetric channel in a more extended space [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Conventional PolPSI techniques improve interferograms through either the optimization of an amplitude-based criterion (e.g., D A , suitable for PSs) [13] [14] [15] , [23] , [24] or the maximization of the coherence stability (γ , suitable for DSs) [13] [14] [15] , [20] [21] [22] , [25] [26] [27] [28] . Another phase quality metric, the temporal sublook coherence (TSC) [29] , [30] , has also been proposed to optimize interferograms [30] , and it is effective mainly for pointlike scatterers (i.e., PSs). More recently, by using the phase-based criterion temporal coherence [3] , Sadeghi et al. [31] proposed a new PolPSI algorithm. This algorithm is able to retain the full spatial resolution of SLCs, and it is more applicable than the amplitude-based PolPSI approaches in vegetated areas. Nevertheless, it works mainly for PSs and the computational cost of optimizing the temporal coherence is much higher [31] .
As PSs and DSs are present in real scenarios more adaptive PolDInSAR optimization algorithms have been proposed to deal simultaneously with both. Inspired by SqueeSAR [8] , Navarro-Sanchez and Lopez-Sanchez [32] proposed an adaptive PolDInSAR optimization method, which is based on a spatial adaptive speckle filtering approach that can jointly process DS and PS pixels. As expected, this new method can achieve higher pixel densities than the conventional ones. However, as it has to carry out a similarity test to identify polarimetric homogeneous pixels (PHPs) [32] for each pixel, its computation burden is high.
In this paper, we propose an alternative adaptive Pol(DIn)SAR optimization algorithm that avoids the timeconsuming similarity test for PSI applications. This algorithm is mainly based on the extension of Lee's PolSAR filter [33] and polarimetric optimization techniques [15] , [32] . It first utilizes PolSAR classification results and pixels' scattering mechanisms to identify for each pixel its PHPs [32] and classify it as DS or PS. Then, DS pixels are filtered with the minimum mean square error (MMSE) method [34] based on their associated PHPs, whereas PS pixels are preserved with no further modifications. After that, DS and PS pixels are optimized based on their coherence, γ , and dispersion of amplitude, D A , respectively. Finally, the optimized DS and PS pixels are jointly processed to estimate the deformation.
To validate the feasibility and evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, it has been tested with two different data sets. One with quad-pol Radarsat-2 data acquired over Barcelona airport (Spain) and the other with dual-pol TerraSAR-X data acquired over Murcia (Spain). Both scenarios are affected by subsidence phenomena. The benefits of the proposed approach in terms of phase quality improvement and higher pixel densities of the final deformation maps have been assessed and discussed. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes in detail the proposed adaptive Pol(DIn)SAR filtering and optimization algorithm. In Section III, the data sets of the two sites are briefly described. Then, the deformation monitoring results obtained by the proposed and other classical methods are presented and compared in Section IV. Finally, in Sections V and VI, results are discussed and conclusions are made.
II. METHODS

A. Scattering-Mechanism-Based Filtering
The filtering strategy is inspired by the filter proposed by Lee et al. [33] , which was designed for single PolSAR images. In this paper, the filter has been extended to the multitemporal case and improved to better utilize the rich information within the stack of PolSAR images. As the principle of the proposed filtering is based on pixels' scattering mechanism, it is thus named as the scattering-mechanism-based filtering (SMF). It is worth to be mentioned that the selected filter [33] is not the only option to implement the SMF, for instance, [35] or any other advanced PolSAR filter could be used instead. In any case, the selected filter should provide a good balance between filter performance and computational efficiency as the PSI approach requires processing large number of images. Fig. 1 shows the scheme of SMF.
1) Identification of Polarimetric Homogeneous Pixels: As the proposed filtering scheme is based on PHPs of each pixel, the identification of PHPs is the first step. The PHPs' identification is based on the results obtained from the H/A/AlphaWishart PolSAR classifier [36] [37] [38] [39] . This classifier requires the calculation of the time-series mean coherency matrix T in the following equation:
where N is the number of acquisitions, k i is the Pauli vector of the i th acquisition, and † represents the Hermitian or conjugate transpose. For quad-pol SAR data, k i can be obtained with the following equation:
where T means the transpose. S hh,i and S vv,i stand for the horizontal and vertical copolar channels, respectively, and S hv,i is the cross-polar channel of the scattering matrix. If the data are dual-pol, (2) has to be replaced by (3) if only the co-polar channels are available
or by (4) if a copolar x x and the cross-polar channels are available
Once T has been obtained, the H/A/Alpha-Wishart classifier [36] [37] [38] [39] is used to classify all pixels into 16 categories. The interpretation of the physical characteristics of each category can be found in [37] and [39] . After that, a neighboring window (15 × 15 in this paper) centered at each pixel (central pixel) is set to search for its neighboring PHPs. Those pixels that belong to the same category as the central pixel are recognized as PHPs of it.
As an example, the classification results obtained from 31 full-polarization Radarsat-2 images over Barcelona airport, which will be introduced later in Section III, is shown in Fig. 2 heterogeneous areas such as the airport terminal, air traffic control tower, and buildings.
2) Classification of DS and PS Pixels: After the identification of PHPs, pixels can be classified into DSs and PSs using two complementary methods, one based on the number of PHPs (NPHPs) associated with each pixel and the other based on the PS pixel selection method presented in [40] .
For the former, a threshold on the NPHPs is set mainly considering SAR images' resolution and characteristics of the study areas. Concretely, this threshold should be high if working with high-resolution images or homogeneous study scenes, while it should be low for the opposite cases (low-resolution images or heterogeneous scenes). It is worth to be mentioned that other methods like the one used in SqueeSAR [8] could be adopted to determine the proper threshold. In this paper, after considering the two above-mentioned factors and testing a few threshold candidates over the two test sites, the threshold has been set to 9. Pixels with NPHPs lower than the threshold are considered as PSs [PSs-PHP in Fig. 1(b) ].
For the latter, PSs can be selected based on the normalized polarization phase difference (PPD) and the pixel mean intensity. The PPD can be calculated for each pixel of the scene considering the whole data set with (5) 
where N is the number of acquisitions, φ i HH and φ i VV are the phases of the copolar channels for the i th acquisition [40] . Then, those pixels with PPDs below 0.2 or above 0.8 are identified as the candidates of PSs-PPD [CPSs-PPD in Fig. 1(b) ] [40] . In the next step, a threshold on pixels' temporal averaged intensities is set to recognize the PSs-PPD from the CPSs-PPD, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . By following [40] , two times of the mean value of all pixels' temporal averaged intensities is set as the threshold in this paper. Then those CPSs-PPD with temporal averaged intensities greater than this threshold are identified as PSs-PPD. Finally, the pixels selected by both methods, PSs-PHP and PSs-PPD, are combined to obtain the final selection of PSs, and the rest of the pixels are considered as DSs. In other words, a pixel is recognized as PS if it is selected by any of the two PS pixel selection methods. The block diagram of the PS and DS pixels' classification (or PS pixel selection) is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . It has to be noted that the complementary strategy using PPD can only be applied if both copolar polarizations are available. Therefore, for the dual-pol case where only one copolar channel is available, only PSs-PHP can be obtained and treated as the final selection of PSs.
3) Pol(In)SAR Filtering: The filtering strategies are adapted to the two types of scatterers in which the pixels of the images have been classified, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . As the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of PSs is supposed to be high and the resolution has to be preserved, no filtering is applied on them. For DSs, the MMSE filter [33] , [34] has been applied to better preserve features and edge sharpness. Equation (6) shows the filtering strategy
where T filt and T ori are the filtered and original T matrices of the DS central pixel, respectively. T mean is the averaged T matrices of the central pixel and all its associated PHPs. b is a weighting factor ranging from 0 to 1, which is estimated by minimizing the mean square error of the T matrices' spans of the central pixel and its PHPs. A detailed description on how to compute the weighting factor b can be found in [34] and [39] . It has to be noted that, for PolSAR filtering, the spans of the PolSAR coherency matrices are used for the estimation of b; whereas for PolInSAR filtering, the spans of the PolInSAR coherency matrices should be used instead. One PolSAR image over Barcelona airport has been used to illustrate the effectiveness of the SMF adaptive filter. Besides SMF, the PolSAR image has been also filtered with another two well-established filters, i.e., the Lee's scattering-modelbased speckle filtering (Lee SM) [33] and the intensity-driven adaptive-neighborhood (IDAN) filtering [41] , in order to compare their performances. The results are presented in Fig. 3 , where the original PolSAR image is also shown to visualize the noise reduction each filter is able to achieve. All the three filters have reduced the PolSAR image's speckle noise; however, the proposed SMF strategy can better preserve the details of structures while the other two tend to blur their edges.
B. Adaptive PolDInSAR Phase Optimization and Pixel Selection 1) Adaptive PolDInSAR Phase Optimization Algorithm:
The PolInSAR vector K between two polarimetric acquisitions can be expressed as follows:
where the Pauli vector k i (i = 1, 2) can be derived from (2) and (3) or (4) for the quad-or dual-pol, respectively [42] . Mathematically, k i can be projected onto an unitary vector ω i to obtain a generic scattering coefficient
The complex μ i is analogous to a new single-pol SAR image obtained from a pixel-level linear combination, determined by the projection vector ω i , of the original scattering matrices. In PolDInSAR applications, the same projection vector has to be used for all images. If not, the choice of different projections vectors for each image of the interferograms may lead to undesired changes in the phase centers of the scatterers [15] . Therefore, it has to be ensured for any pixel that ω 1 = ω 2 = ω for all images of the data set.
For pointlike scatterers, PSs, K is deterministic. The amplitude dispersion index D A [1] , one common phase quality estimator for PSs, can be generalized to the PolDInSAR case in the following equation:
with
where σ A and m A are the standard deviation (STD) and mean of the generic images' amplitudes, N is the number of images, the over line indicates the empirical mean value [13] , [15] . In case of DSs, due to the complex behavior of the scattering process within each resolution cell, K behaves as a random vector. Thus, under the the hypotheses of spatial homogeneity and ergodicity, the 6 × 6 PolInSAR coherency complex matrix T 6 is used to characterize the scatterer behavior
T 22 (10) where E is the expectation operator, which is usually implemented with a spatial neighboring average. T 11 and T 22 are the individual coherency matrices of each PolSAR data set, 12 is the PolInSAR coherency matrix [42] . The coherency matrices can be computed as
The generalized polarimetric mean interferometric coherence |γ | of the inteferogram data set can be obtained from the ones of each available interferogram, γ k (ω), (12) where N int is the total number of included interferograms [13] , [15] .
The objective of the PolDInSAR optimization is to search for the optimal projection vector ω, i.e., the optimal polarimetric channel, which maximizes for each pixel a quality parameter. This is minimizing D A or maximizing |γ |.
The unitary projection vector ω can be parameterized for quad-pol data as [13] , [15] 
or a simplified version for the dual-pol case
The optimization problem is to find the parameters α, β, δ, and ψ (or α and ψ) that optimize the phase quality estimator selected. In this paper, the equal scattering mechanism (ESM) method has been used to perform the optimization [15] . The main advantage of this strategy is that it exploits the whole polarimetric space, and thus, it is able to find the optimum projection vector ω, but its computational cost can be very high unless optimization strategies are used [15] . Other well-known strategies such as the best and the suboptimun scattering mechanism (SOM) are detailed in [14] and [15] .
Traditional PolDInSAR optimization methods optimize all pixels of the whole image either via D A , if PSs want to be detected, or |γ |, if the objectives are DSs. The proposed method takes advantage of the classification of the image pixels in PSs and DSs to optimize each one according to its scattering characteristics. As the POLDInSAR OPTimization method is based on the SMF introduced in Section II-A, it has been named as SMF-POLOPT. The proposed SMF-POLOPT is more adaptive than the classical algorithms mainly in two aspects. In addition of optimizing each pixel according to its scattering characteristic, the filtering and calculation of the PolInSAR coherency complex matrix T 6 are optimized for DSs as for each pixel only their similar ones, its PHPs, are used. The latter helps to better filter and reduce the bias of the estimated T 6 in heterogeneous areas.
2) PolDInSAR Pixel Selection: As two phase quality estimators have been used for the optimization in the SMF-POLOPT scheme, the pixel selection method has to be also based on both D A (for PSs) and |γ | (for DSs). The method presented in [32] to jointly select high-quality pixels from both PSs and DSs has been applied. Pixels are selected based on their estimated phase quality, i.e., their phase STD. D A is a good estimator of the pixel's STD for PSs with high SNRs [1] . There is no mathematical relation between the measured D A and phase STD but it can be easily calculated numerically as a function of the number of images of the data set. Similarly for DSs, the maximum likelihood estimator of the coherence, |γ |, can be mathematically estimated through an spatial averaging of pixels around the pixel of interest. This estimated coherence can be related, depending on the number of looks of the estimation window, with its associated phase STD [43] , [44] . Therefore, for both types of pixels, the selection threshold is based on the same metric, i.e., the phase STD. All pixels with phase STDs below a given threshold are selected for their subsequent PSI processing.
To calculate the phase STD from |γ |, the equivalent number of looks ENL, has to be calculated. ENL is the number of independent samples averaged in the estimation, which can be smaller than the number of averaged pixels when the weighted averaging is applied. Equation (6) can be rewritten as (15)
where L is the number of pixels averaged, i.e., the central pixel and its associated PHPs, T ori 6 and T PHPs 
where Var(I ori ) and Var(I filt ) are the variances of the original and filtered intensities, i.e., the variances of any two corresponding elements taken from the diagonals of the T ori 6 and T filt 6 , respectively. The central pixel and its PHPs are assumed independent to each other and with the same intensity variance, i.e., Var(I ori ) = Var(I PHP,i ). Under this assumption, the relationship between Var(I PHPs ), which is the variance of intensity from T PHPs 6 , and Var(I ori ) can be expressed as (18) by referring to (16) 
The filtered intensity variance Var(I filt ) can be derived according to the law of variance propagation based on (15) and (18) Var
then substituting (19) into (17), ENL can be calculated as
It can be found from (20) that ENL is determined by L, the number of pixels participating in the filtering, and the weighting factor b. When b equals 1, which means T filt 6 = T Ori 6 (no filtering is applied) as (15) shows, ENL calculated by (20) )/L as (15) shows. In this case, the filtered coherency matrix T filt 6 is actually the averaging of all the L independent samples, and ENL calculated by (20) is L. The valid values of the estimated ENL in these two special cases (no filtering and averaging cases) indicate the correctness of (20) .
III. DATA SETS
Two different orbital SAR data sets are employed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The RGB Pauli vector composite of both, which are derived by averaging the time-series intensities, are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 4 , respectively.
The first data set consists on 31 stripmap full-pol Radarsat-2 images acquired from May 2010 to July 2012 over the Barcelona airport, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Radarsat-2 works at C-band and has a revisit period of 24 days. The resolutions of the images are 5.1 m in azimuth and 4.7 m in slant-range. The processing has been applied over an area of 902 × 602 pixels. In Fig. 2(b) , we can find that the test site is partially vegetated, which makes it perfect for the assessment of the proposed algorithm in suburban areas. Besides the PolSAR images, two external digital elevation models (DEMs) from the Spanish Instituto Geografico Nacional (IGN) with 5-m resolution have also been used to generate the differential interferograms.
IV. RESULTS
All processing strategies have been integrated into SUBSIDENCE-GUI, UPC's DInSAR processing chain that is the software implementation of the coherent pixel technique (CPT) [6] , [7] . In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated in terms of phase optimization and pixels' densities of the derived deformation maps. In order to better illustrate the advantages of the proposed approaches, i.e., the SMF and SMF-POLOPT, they have been compared with other two conventional full resolution methods, i.e., D A (only the HH channel) and ESM-D A (referred hereafter as ESM for the sake of simplicity). SMF results correspond also to the HH channel.
The complete PSI processing mainly consists of three steps: differential interferograms generation, pixel selection, and deformation estimation. During the generation of the interferograms, except for the D A approach, the other three methods filter or optimize DInSAR phases taking advantage of the polarimetric data. Fig. 5 shows the optimized phases with different methods of a Radarsat-2 interferogram over Barcelona airport. The unfiltered HH channel's phase is also included for comparison purposes. The ESM method is able to maximize the phase quality mainly on PSs, like in the airport terminal and building areas as shown in Fig. 5(c) . The SMF-POLOPT and SMF approaches significantly reduce the phase noise level on DSs, e.g., the runway areas as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) . As expected, the SMF-POLOPT method shows a better performance than SMF thanks to the further polarimetric optimization of the adaptively filtered interferograms. Good examples of this are the roads highlighted by the black dashed lines shown in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 6 shows the close-up of the airport terminal section shown in Fig. 5 . As the SMF-POLOPT can adaptively optimize both PSs and DSs, it presents the best performance among all methods.
After generating the differential interferograms, those pixels with phase qualities over a given threshold are selected. For D A and ESM method, the pixels with D A values below 0.25 are selected. The pixel selection strategies for the SMF-POLOPT and SMF approaches are identical and they follow the method introduced in Section II-B.2. To make a fair comparison, the same phase STD threshold (around 15 • ) is used for all cases during pixel selection. Finally, based on the selected pixels and generated interferograms, the CPT algorithm is used to estimate the deformation.
For the Barcelona Airport full-pol Radarsat-2 data, the retrieved deformation velocity maps are shown in Fig. 7 . Very similar subsidence trends are detected by all four approaches, which illustrate the goodness of the proposed algorithms. The subsidence areas are mainly located at the airport access road and terminal T1 areas, and the maximum subsidence velocity reaches up to 2.5 cm/year. The deformation amount and patterns are in good accordance with the previous studies [14] , [15] , [32] , which further validates the reliability of the results.
As shown in Fig. 7 , all the three advanced algorithms perform better, in terms of pixels' densities, than the classical single-pol D A method. The density improvement of ESM with respect to single-pol D A is around ×2.7 (11 248 compared to 4149). The improvement is mostly due to the polarimetric optimization provided by ESM as the three polarimetric channels are combined into a single one. The SMF method applied to the HH channel achieves an increase in pixels of around ×1.8 with respect to single-pol D A (7502 versus 4149). This improvement is due to the inclusive pixel filtering and selection strategy in SMF, which is able to reduce DS pixels' noise and identify high-quality pixels from both PS, over buildings, and DS, over runaways. As expected, the highest pixel densities are obtained by SMF-POLOPT, as it combines the benefits of the adaptive filtering with the polarimetric optimization of data. The increase in SMF-POLOPT with respect to single-pol D A is around ×7.2 (29 963 compared to 4149). The highest pixel density allows SMF-POLOPT to better detect and characterize extend and details of the ground motion than the other methods.
The estimated ground deformation results of Murcia with dual-pol TerraSAR-X data are shown in Fig. 8 . Significant subsidence phenomena are detected at the south-east part of the city by all methods with a maximum subsidence velocity up to 2.5 cm/year.
Similarly with the full-pol data, all the advanced methods have achieved improvements on the numbers of selected pixels compared with the single-pol D A method. Particularly, the number of pixels with single-pol D A is 162 513, and the counterparts of ESM, SMF, and SMF-POLOPT are Fig. 9 is highlighted by the white rectangle shown in Fig. 8(a) , which corresponds to a highway crossing north to south. In this small area, deformations are detected on the access ramps of a bridge but the bridge itself is stable [the red rectangle shown in Fig. 9(a) ]. The access ramps do not have such deep and strong foundations as the bridge ones, so they are subsiding while the deck not. It can be seen that this deformation phenomenon is better revealed by the SMF and SMF-POLOPT results than that of single-pol D A or ESM approaches, which is owed to the higher pixels' densities provided by their capability to select DS pixels over the roads. The other detailed view is located around the southern highway bridge area, which has been highlighted by the red rectangle shown in in Fig. 8(a) . PS pixels (e.g., the buildings) and DS pixels (e.g., the highway) coexist simultaneously within this area, and we can find from Fig. 10(b) and (c) that the ESM and SMF are better for PS and DS pixels' optimization, respectively. The SMF-POLOPT, which combines the merits of SMF and PolSAR optimization, is more inclusive for both PS and DS pixels and thus its performance is the best.
V. DISCUSSION
To discuss and compare the advantages and shortcomings of all the algorithms included in this paper, their main characteristics and performances on the pixels' density are listed in Table I . The computation time for each algorithm at the phase optimization stage has been also listed in the table. The implementation is in interface description language, and the processings have been carried out on a workstation equipped with an 8-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5620 processor (2.4 GHz) and 60 GB of RAM.
Single-pol D A is the simplest approach, neither filtering nor optimization is applied, thus it presents the highest processing efficiency. However, it obtains the lowest pixels' density within the two test areas. The ESM algorithm carries out the PolSAR optimization (POLOPT) by minimizing the quality estimator D A , therefore it can improve PS pixels' phase quality and more PS pixels with respect to the single-pol D A method can be obtained. Nevertheless, it does not show a significant improvement for DS pixels, as expected. SMF does not modify PS pixels and adaptively filters DS ones, as a result, it only increases the number of qualified DS pixels. It is more suitable than ESM in the suburban or barely vegetated areas, but in areas where PS pixels are the majority ESM is better. The SMF-POLOPT is a combination of SMF and POLOPT, and therefore, it is more inclusive and presents the best performance. On the other hand, the SMF-POLOPT is the most computationally intensive algorithm as given in Table I .
For the SAR data sets with full-or dual-polarization channels, it is found that the increase in the pixels' density for the full-polarization case (Barcelona test area) is more significant than that of dual-polarization (Murcia test area) with the advanced algorithms. This difference in the performance is more noticeable for the SMF-POLOPT approach. In practice, one of the above-mentioned four algorithms can be chosen by considering the available data sets, the characteristics of the study area (urban, suburban or rural) and the requirement on data processing efficiency. Generally, the single-pol D A approach is suitable for study areas with abundant PS pixels or areas that are very large and efficient processing is required. The ESM (better for PS pixels' optimization) and SMF (better for DS pixels' filtering) are good replacements of the single-pol D A method when the detailed deformation need to be detected and affordable computation cost can be accepted. If the expensive computation cost can be afforded and higher pixel density is expected, the SMF-POLOPT is the optimal algorithm among the four. It should also be noted that, except for the single-pol D A approach, the other three can be used only when the multipolarization SAR data sets are available.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an adaptive multitemporal Pol(DIn)SAR filtering and phase optimization algorithm, i.e., SMF-POLOPT, has been proposed. It is inspired by Lee's PolSAR filter [33] and PolDInSAR optimization techniques [15] , [32] . This algorithm, which is based on the SMF and adaptive POLInSAR OPTimization (POLOPT), can separately filter or (and) optimize PS and DS pixels. Moreover, an inclusive pixel selection method based on pixels' phase STD has been introduced and developed to identify high-quality pixels for PSI processing in this scheme.
Two SAR data sets, full and dual polarizations, have been used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. For PolSAR filtering, the SMF achieves the speckle reduction and details preservation simultaneously, and it outperforms the other two well-established PolSAR filters [33] , [41] . In terms of PolDInSAR phase optimization, the proposed SMF-POLOPT presents better performance than the other algorithms. In both test areas, significant improvements regarding pixels' densities have been achieved by the SMF-POLOPT algorithm. Particularly, an increase of around ×7.2 and ×3.8 in the number of pixels with respect to the single-pol D A method have been achieved with the SMF-POLOPT approach with Barcelona (full polarization) and Murcia (dual polarization) SAR data sets, respectively. The corresponding improvements achieved by the ESM and SMF algorithms are ×2.7 and × 1.8 for the full-polarization case, ×2.4 and ×1.7 for the dual-polarization case with respect to the single-pol D A method, respectively.
The advantages and shortcomings of the four employed ground deformation monitoring algorithms have been discussed and analyzed. The proposed SMF method can adaptively filter DS pixels and preserve PS ones, and thus, it is a good alternative to the ESM approach that mainly optimizes PS pixels. When an expensive computation cost is acceptable, SMF-POLOPT is the best one among the four methods for both dual-and full-pol SAR data. The proposed adaptive filtering and phase optimization algorithm, i.e., SMF-POLOPT, can be used for adaptive Pol(DIn)SAR images' filtering or interferograms' polarimetric optimization when multitemporal PolSAR images are available.
There are still open issues to investigate. For instance, other advanced PolSAR filters can be evaluated to find the one with better performances but keeping in mind that, being the objective a PSI processing involving large numbers of images, their computational efficiency is a key factor. Similarly, the rigorous evaluation of such filters would require a quantitative evaluation through their performance on bias reduction, mean preservation, and ENL.
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